RESTAURANT

XENIAL INVENTORY

Inventory
Management
That’s As Mobile
As You Are
Is running out… running rampant in your stores? Supply not keeping
pace can break your high-volume restaurant processes. Overstocking,
understocking, wastage and payment reconciliation can crush your
profits. It’s time to tie your supply with demand to intelligently track
your business.
Xenial Inventory pulls all your relevant information into one place through
the entire store and supply chain. Forecasting, counting, tracking and
alerting all come together to wipe out cost overruns and implement
budget controls.
And Xenial Inventory is more powerful as a team. It pulls in POS sales data
from Xenial Ordering and it plays nice with other systems too. It connects
seamlessly to Xenial Analytics & Reporting or third-party products to pull
costs straight into your enterprise data stream, allowing you to look for
trends and examine profitability at a single store or an entire global operation.

FORECASTING

COUNTING

TRACKING

Keep your stores running on budget instead of running out
of supply with Xenial.

ALERTING

#Inventory

Stay In Supply When Meeting
Demand is the Plan
Make supply easy to forecast, count, track and stay notified
Xenial Inventory
Gives You The Power To:
•	Increase control, accuracy and efficiency without
increasing cost

Key Features:
•	Intuitive interface provides a consistent
experience across a range of devices

•	Understand and rein in cost variances

• Automatic data saves guarantee count
consistency at all times

•	Protect against loss with close monitoring of
counts and expenses

• Product lists can be customized to correspond
with physical inventory layouts

•	Save count time with customizable sheet-to-shelf
inventory organization

•	Multiple valuation methods enable granular
management of inventory expenditures

•	Easily track and configure large numbers
of inventory items

•	Bulk editing allows universal changes to large
blocks of inventory items
•	Advanced tagging system enables customizable
item classification and reporting
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